Observation of Squeezed Light with 10-dB Quantum-Noise Reduction
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Squeezing of light’s quantum noise requires temporal rearranging of photons. This again corresponds to creation of quantum correlations between individual photons. Squeezed light is a nonclassical manifestation of light with great potential in high-precision quantum measurements, for example, in the detection of gravitational waves [C. M. Caves, Phys. Rev. D 23, 1693 (1981)]. Equally promising applications have been proposed in quantum communication [H. P. Yuen and J. H. Shapiro, IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory 24, 657 (1978)]. However, after 20 years of intensive research doubts arose whether strong squeezing can ever be realized as required for eminent applications. Here we show experimentally that strong squeezing of light’s quantum noise is possible. We reached a benchmark squeezing factor of 10 in power (10 dB). Thorough analysis reveals that even higher squeezing factors will be feasible in our setup.
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Theoretical considerations about the possible existence of light with squeezed quantum noise can be traced back to the 1920’s [1]. However, only after applications for squeezed light were proposed in the 1980’s squeezing was discussed in more detail [1–5]. In [2] it was suggested to use squeezed light to improve the sensitivity of kilometre-scale Michelson laser-interferometers for the detection of gravitational waves. Such detectors have now reached a technical standard at which squeezed light can contribute in a valuable way. For example squeezing the quantum noise can provide a sensitivity improvement equivalent to even higher laser powers, however, without increasing the already problematic thermal load inside the interferometer. This is of great relevance for cryogenically cooled detectors. Proof of principle experiments have been successfully conducted [6,7] and squeezed states have been generated also in the audio signal band of ground-based detectors [8,9]. Another field of application is continuous-variable (CV) quantum communication and information [3,10,11]. While discrete-variable quantum information typically relies on single-photon detectors, which are limited in terms of detection speed and quantum efficiency, squeezed light is detected with homodyne and heterodyne detectors which reveal quantum correlations by averaging over a vast number of detected photons. Because of this, high bandwidth and almost perfect detection efficiencies are possible. Squeezed states of light have been used to demonstrate several CV quantum information protocols. They have been used to construct entangled states of light and to demonstrate quantum teleportation [12–14]. They are a possible resource for secure quantum key distribution protocols [15,16] and for generation of cluster states for universal quantum computing [17]. Recently, squeezed states of light have been used to prepare macroscopic quantum superposition states for quantum information networks [18,19].

For all proof of principle experiments so far only modest strengths of squeezing were available. In [6–9] about 3 to 4 dB of squeezing was achieved. The first CV teleportation experiments [12,13] did not reach the so-called no-cloning limit of fidelity greater than 2/3 [20] due to the limitations in squeezing strength. Observation of much stronger squeezing indicates that high purity squeezed states can be produced, for example, to beat the Holevo capacity limit of quantum communication channels [21]. Quite generally, the applications of squeezed light become more momentous with stronger squeezing. Although the first experimental demonstration of squeezed light succeeded in 1985 [22], dedicated research in the following two decades could only elaborate typical factors of 2 to 4 (3 to 6 dB), see also [23,24]. However, very recently a great step forward was achieved at the University of Tokyo and a factor of 8 (9 dB) quantum-noise squeezing of a laser field at 860 nm was observed [25]. This wavelength is close to atomic transitions having important implications for quantum information storage [26]. In our experiment we generated a squeezed laser beam with a quantum noise reduction of a factor of 10 at a laser wavelength of 1064 nm which is used in current gravitational wave detectors [27].

As shown in Fig. 1 the laser source of our experiment was a monolithic nonplanar Nd:YAG ring laser of 2 W continuous wave single-mode output power at 1064 nm, the wavelength used for the current generation of gravitational wave detectors. Approximately 1.9 W were used for second harmonic generation (SHG) to provide the pump field at 532 nm for our optical parametric squeezed light source. A detailed description of the SHG design can be found in [28]. An important feature of our experiment were two traveling-wave resonators which served as optical lowpass filters for phase noise on the laser beams as well as spatial mode cleaners. These cavities were positioned in...
the beam path of both the fundamental and second harmonic field; one cavity close to the homodyne detector and one close to the squeezed light source. Both resonators had a finesse of 350 and a linewidth of 1.44 MHz. The cavities were held on resonance with the laser fields via a Pound-Drever-Hall locking scheme with phase modulation frequencies of 119 and 33 MHz. These resonators significantly reduced phase front mismatches and phase fluctuations. Both, spatial and temporal fluctuations lead to a reduced contrast between the squeezed field and the local oscillator beam of the homodyne detector. This effect couples antisqueezed noise into the squeezing measurement. It has been shown in [25,29] that phase fluctuations, for example, of the second-harmonic pump field, can be a limiting factor for strong squeezing. For both resonators we optimized the phase modulation depth for an optimal balance between the signal-to-noise ratio of the error signal and the residual phase modulation of the transmitted light.

Our squeezed light source was a monolithic cavity made from 7% doped MgO : LiNbO₃ that produced squeezed states via type I degenerate optical parametric oscillation (OPO). The crystal length was 6.5 mm and both front and rear face had a radius of curvature of 8 mm. Each surface was dielectrically coated to give power reflectivities of 88% or 99.97% at 1064 nm, respectively. Thus the waist size radius of the infrared field was approximately 28 μm. Taking the refractive index of \( n = 2.23 \) into account, this resulted in a cavity free spectral range of approximately 10.34 GHz and a cavity-linewidth of 210 MHz. The mirror coatings on the crystal also provided a second harmonic power built up by a factor of approximately 3 when the fundamental wavelength was resonant. Second harmonic pump powers between 650 and 950 mW were mode-matched into the squeezed light source and parametric gains between 63 to more than 200 were observed.

Squeezed states were produced when the crystal temperature was stabilized at its phase-matching temperature and the laser wavelength was tuned on resonance with the squeezed light source cavity. Because of the high stability of our setup no servo-loop control for the laser frequency was required. The squeezed states left the source in the counter direction of the pump field and were separated via a dichroic beam splitter (DBS). The observation of (squeezed) quantum noise was performed by means of a balanced homodyne detector built from a pair of Epitaxx ETX-500 photodiodes with a detection bandwidth of approximately 50 MHz. We achieved a fringe visibility of 99.8% between the squeezed beam and the local oscillator on the 50/50 homodyne beam splitter.

Figure 2 presents the first ever direct observation of light with 10 dB squeezing. Shown are noise powers at the Fourier sideband frequency of 5 MHz. Trace (a) corresponds to the shot-noise of uncorrelated photons of 26.9 mW local oscillator power and was measured with the squeezed light input blocked. In this arrangement no photons entered the signal port of the homodyne detector. Trace (b) shows the quantum-noise reduction when squeezed states were injected. The directly observed squeezing level was 10.12 \((\pm 0.15)\) dB. During this measurement the phase between the squeezed vacuum field and the local oscillator beam of the homodyne detector was adjusted manually via a high-voltage driven piezomounted mirror. This enabled us to measure maximum squeezing levels as well as the maximum antisqueezing. The detector dark noise (trace (c)) was approximately 26 dB below the vacuum noise level. Dark noise subtraction leads to a squeezing level of 10.22 \((\pm 0.16)\) dB.
To confirm the observed squeezing strength, we checked linearity of the homodyne detection system including the spectrum analyzer by measuring shot-noise levels versus local oscillator powers (Fig. 3). A linear fit matches the measurements accurately. To further validate the observation of 10 dB squeezing we introduced a known amount of optical loss into the squeezed light beam. The observed squeezing and antisqueezing strength should depend on this additional loss in a characteristic way. For this procedure a combination of a $\lambda/2$ wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter was placed between the 50/50 beam splitter of the homodyne detector and each photodiode (PD1, PD2). Since both fields—the squeezed beam and the local oscillator—suffered from the loss, the intensity of the local oscillator beam was recalibrated to the nominal value of 26.9 mW by using a more intense beam in front of the mode cleaner. Figure 4 shows the observed amount of squeezing and antisqueezing with an additional 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% introduced optical loss, respectively. The solid lines (b) and (c) represent the simulations for a parametric gain of $g=63$ which was experimentally realized with 650 mW pump power. We found excellent agreement with the experimental data.

With an increased pump power of 950 mW we observed antisqueezing of 23.3 dB whereas the squeezing was still 10 dB below vacuum noise. This observation can be used to deduce boundaries for the total optical loss in our setup. Assuming a loss free setup in which the observed squeezing strength is limited by antisqueezing coupling into our squeezing measurement via phase fluctuations, we derived the upper limit for phase jitter to be $\phi=1.2^\circ$. Since $\phi$ is independent of the pump power we can conclude that 10 dB squeezing, as observed with 650 mW (and less antisqueezing), was not limited by phase fluctuations but optical loss. Even with $\phi=1.2^\circ$ we find the minimum value for the total optical loss in our setup to 5.6%. Second, we assumed phase fluctuations of $\phi \ll 1.2^\circ$. Here the observed squeezing is completely limited by optical loss, which results in the upper bound of 8.6%. Taking these
already typically achieved in single-photon teleportation efficiency, which already exist for shorter wavelengths [25]. With improved photodiodes close to unity quantum efficiency of the ETX-500 photodiodes was the main limitation in our experiment. Our analysis suggests that the nonperfect quantum efficiency of our photodiodes was the main limitation in our experiment. With improved photodiodes close to unity quantum efficiency, which already exist for shorter wavelengths [25], an additional factor of 2 in quantum noise reduction might be possible.

The direct observation of 10 dB squeezing of quantum noise of light, as reported here, shows that the squeezed light technique has indeed a great application potential as envisaged more than two decades ago. Injected into a gravitational wave detector, the quantum noise reduction corresponding to an increase of factor 10 in laser light power will be possible [2]. This is a promising application, since gravitational wave detectors already use the highest single-mode laser powers applicable. Furthermore, our results might enable the generation of strongly entangled states to reach teleportation fidelities well above 2/3 as already typically achieved in single-photon teleportation experiments [30].
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